
A subsidiary company established with the goal of providing the easiest and most efficient services 

to our North American customers. As a family company, we are proud of our excellent track record of 

providing trustworthy service and developing long-lasting relationships with all of our clients for over 

a decade. Our parent company, Zibo Chemetal Co., Ltd. has been successfully serving many highly 

reputable and demanding companies both in China and America for 15 years.

What is CHEMETAL USA? 
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What can we offer you?What can we offer you?

Calcium 
Turnings  

Cal-Al 
Master Alloys

Calcium
 Lumps

Calcium 
Granules

Unsheathed
calcium wires

Cal-Mag 
Master AlloysOur products consist

A way to expand your network in China.

A product provider acts in an accurate and speedy manner

A possibility for a long-lasting partnership with a trustworthy family company

Market specialist

Expert tester

We employ the most knowledgeable specialists in the Chinese market who provide us with the most up-to-date 

information available and help us source the highest quality materials for our products. 

We have expert testers who guarantee the quality for every batch we sell.

Export specialist

We have export specialists who provide you the right product with the proper packing solution and effective 
transportation services. 

High-standard storage space

We also have a large, high-standard storage space that can house an ample stock of our products.



Packing: 175 kgs per drum, 14 mts per 20 

gp shipping container

Calcium metal is commonly employed in the high quality and special types of steelmaking.

The calcium treatment can control shape, distribution and fluidity of the modified inclusions. 

The following are beneficial effects of using calcium metal. 

solve the problem of caster nozzle clogging

improve the transverse properties including ductility and strength.

deoxidizer and desulfurizer due to the strong affinity for oxygen and sulfur

Common additive in lead-based alloys for the grid and plate of storage battery. 

Debismuthizer for lead refineries.

Specification
Model        Grade(%)

     

 

Ca-1                99.9         0.001     0.0044    0.0014   0.0072    0.05       0.001   0.005     0.001     0.001

Ca-2                99.5         0.019     0.19        0.006      0.06       0.014     0.026   0.095     0.0004   0.014

Ca-3                98.5          0.43      0.48        0.028     0.013      0.016   0.018     0.015     0.01       0.004   

Impurity content(%)

/                  Ca(   )        

     

 

＞ Al        Mg          Fe         Mn         N        Si         Cl        Cu         Ni

Calcium MetalCalcium Metal

 Calcium Lumps Calcium Lumps1.1
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Contact us to get started
  Email：sales@chemetalusa.com
  Website：www.chemetalusa.com 
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All we need from youAll we need from you
Contact us and we guarantee you will receive quality and cost-effective products. You can be 

confident when you do business with CHEMETAL USA. Our enthusiastic and dependable service 

will be worthy of your trust.

Size:50mm-20mm irregular lump



Diameter: 2mm-4mm 

Packing: 175 kgs per drum, 14 mts per 20 gp 

shipping container

Calcium GranulesCalcium Granules1.3

Calcium TurningsCalcium Turnings

Packing: 90 kgs per drum, 14.4 mts per 40gp 

shipping container

Length: 20-50mm
Width: 20mm, Thickness: 2-5mm

1.2
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Unsheathed calcium wireUnsheathed calcium wire1.4

Diameter: 7.5mm+/-0.1mm
Weight: 68g/m+/-2g/m

Packing:175 kgs per drum,14 mts per 20g

shinning container
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Cal-Al alloys allow a simultaneous adding of calcium 

and magnesium into molten lead.

The calcium and magnesium can be sufficiently 

dissolved and uniformly distributed in the smelting 

process. Consequently, Cal-Al alloy is beneficial for 

battery producers in gain high alloy recoveries with 

less emission and oxidation.

 Cal-Al Master Alloys  Cal-Al Master Alloys 2.1

Size:10-100 mm irregular lump

Packing: 150 kgs per drum, 12 mts per 20gp shipping container

Mag-Cal ingot is an innovative alloy widely used for 

removing bismuth from lead in Kroll-Betterton 

process.

Magnesium Calcium Alloy offers lead refineries a 

good debismuthizing result and the minimal 

oxidation of Calcium and magnesium.

 Mag-Cal Master Alloys Mag-Cal Master Alloys2.2

Size: ingot weight approximately 10kgs

Packing: 12 mts per 20gp shipping container

Specification

       Cal-Al
(Mag 0.1% Max)

       Cal-Al
(Mag  0.5% Max)

       

Mag -Cal

       Ca                      Al

    60-90               Balance

       Ca                      Al

    60-90               Balance

       Ca                      Mg 

    65-75               Balance

Types
 

Chemical Composition 
 (%)

Calcium Based AlloysCalcium Based Alloys2


